Hello all, my name is Bedphiny Deng and I am running for Student Trustee for the SGA chapter at Bunker Hill Community College. The role SGA should have in student life at BHCC is to improve it and to be the voice of thousands that attend our school. SGA should be a diverse organization that is able to provide a voice for every background and identity to the best of its ability, considering that BHCC is a very diverse college. It should be a thing that students can confide in and trust to make their school experience better and smooth as possible. SGA is the students’ voice to the administration so it should be willing to fight for causes that benefit students and ensure their safety and success. I am running for office because I believe that I have the capability and ambition to be that voice for students. I have always been the person to speak up for those who could not for themselves. I am all about improving student life and enhancing the student experience at BHCC, even if it is through small things like sitting in the D lounge talking to students to big things like school events, both academic and non-academic. I am running for student trustee because I believe I can speak on behalf of the student body in front of various crowds, including state officials. If I am elected, I hope that I can try to increase the retention rate of students every semester. I would like to work to increase the retention rate of students every semester by creating programs that support students’ needs. I also hope to make the connection between SGA and the student body stronger and more personal where the student body actively knows who is in SGA and that they are able to confide in them for school matters and ways to improve them, such as enhancing student resources and cleaning the campus indoors and outdoors because efforts like these wouldn’t be possible without your voices. So, vote me, Bedphiny Deng, for Student Trustee at BHCC. Let us make changes together!